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Why would your IQVIA colleagues need to work with you? 

Colleagues connect with the PI team for assistance in designing either basic surveys or a complete, 

custom-designed studies to help gather additional insights to fill address information gaps. 

COEs within organization:  

The Primary Intelligence team manages four offering areas:  

 

 Custom Research  

o Proprietary U.S. and global studies (qualitative/quantitative surveys) designed 

specifically to address clients’ unique business needs across Biopharma and MedTech 

o Team excels in Awareness Trial & Usage (ATU) and Demand Planning studies  

 BrandImpact  

o Syndicated offering 

o Mobile, longitudinal research model providing insight into Biopharma market dynamics 

as they occur in the physician’s office to help clients improve the effectiveness of their 

promotion and the performance of their brands  

 ProVoice  

o Syndicated offering 

o Ongoing, online data collection engine fueling insight to help consumer health brands 

improve the effectiveness of their promotion to health care providers as well as support 

their advertising claims 

 Advanced Research Solutions  

o Analytic solutions integrating across Primary Intelligence and the IQVIA CORE™ designed 

to help clients make critical decisions in complex markets 

What is the organization’s mission?  

“Primary research redefined. Current research approaches made better through integration.” 

The Primary Intelligence team remains focused on delivering uniquely integrated, syndicated and 

custom insights across the Biopharma, Consumer Health and MedTech industries.   

What is the organization responsible for? 

We combine industry-leading capabilities and expertise, utilizing the IQVIA CORE™ to redefine the way 

our clients address their primary research needs. The team works to make current research approaches 

better through integration by leveraging relevant IQVIA assets that will help our clients find answers to 

their most critical questions.   

What types of clients does this organization interact with? 



We support clients across the full landscape of Biopharma, MedTech and Consumer Health -- from small 

to large, through pre- and post-launch phases, in rare diseases and complex markets. 

What other teams within the RBU does this team interact with? 

Primary Intelligence works with teams across the U.S. business.  We collaborate on projects with other 

Commercial Services teams such as Managed Markets, Launch Excellence, Sales Force Effectiveness and 

Multichannel Marketing, and with other U.S. service lines including Consulting Services and Real-World 

Insights.  

Tell us about recent achievements or client wins.  

Primary Intelligence’s syndicated offerings – BrandImpact and ProVoice – had a strong start to 2018, with 

renewals coming in from across the team’s most important customers.  Both offerings also welcomed new 

clients in the first half of this year.   

The team introduced a novel type of Awareness, Trial & Usage solution: The Integrated Specialty ATU 

which combines IQVIA’s advanced primary research capabilities from BrandImpact with unparalleled 

secondary data and therapeutic expertise creating a new solution exclusively for brand teams competing 

in complex, specialty markets. 

Lastly, BrandImpact’s Oncology biomarker data was prominently featured in an abstract published for the 

recently-completed American Society for Clinical Oncology annual meeting. 

Tell us something about the organization that others might not know. 

Primary Intelligence’s culture is focused on performance through teamwork and collaboration within 

our internal team and across the IQVIA organization. The team is split across the U.S., with offices in 

Horsham, PA and San Mateo, CA.  We make every effort to remain connected throughout the year with 

training sessions and just-for-fun events for the entire team. If you’re interested in competing in the PI 

bi-coastal ping pong tournament, please reach out to Kathy Arber at KArber@us.imshealth.com. All are 

welcome! 

 


